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California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA
ABSTRACT
A variety of different areas consider signals that are defined over graphs. Motivated by the advancements in graph
signal processing, this study first reviews some of the recent results on the extension of classical multirate signal
processing to graphs. In these results, graphs are allowed to have directed edges. The possibly non-symmetric
adjacency matrix A is treated as the graph operator. These results investigate the fundamental concepts for
multirate processing of graph signals such as noble identities, aliasing, and perfect reconstruction (PR). It is
shown that unless the graph satisfies some conditions, these concepts cannot be extended to graph signals in a
simple manner. A structure called M -Block cyclic structure is shown to be sufficient to generalize the results
for bipartite graphs on two-channels to M -channel filter banks. Many classical multirate ideas can be extended
to graphs due to the unique eigenstructure of M -Block cyclic graphs. For example, the PR condition for filter
banks on these graphs is identical to PR in classical theory, which allows the use of well-known filter bank
design techniques. In order to utilize these results, the adjacency matrix of an M -Block cyclic graph should
be given in the correct permutation. In the final part, this study proposes a spectral technique to identify
the hidden M -Block cyclic structure from a graph with noisy edges whose adjacency matrix is given under a
random permutation. Numerical simulation results show that the technique can recover the underlying M -Block
structure in the presence of random addition and deletion of the edges.
Keywords: Multirate processing, graph signals, block-cyclic graphs, spectral approximation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The recent technological era brings signals that cannot be represented via classical time series. In most cases these
high-dimension signals have irregular patterns. Graphical models are useful to model the inherent dependency
structure of such signals where a graph signal is considered as a set of data points indexed according to vertices
of the graph. This is a very generic model that can be used in variety of different contexts such as social and
economic networks,1 biological networks2 and others.3
In order to manipulate these graph signals, there are studies that generalize the classical signal processing
theory to graph signals. In the recent literature, there are two new approaches. The first one assumes an
undirected graph structure with non-negative edge values and focuses on the graph Laplacian,4 which is defined
for undirected graphs as L “ D ´A where D is the diagonal degree matrix and A P CNˆN is the adjacency
matrix of the graph. This construction is based on spectral graph theory5 and reveals very interesting results.
In the second study, the adjacency matrix of the graph, A, is considered as the unit-shift operator on the graph
signal.6–8 In this construction, the adjacency matrix is allowed to be asymmetric and can also have complex
values as the edge weights. Therefore, more general classes of graphs can be considered under this theory. Many
fundamental concepts in linear system theory have been generalized to the case of graph signals.6,7, 9–12
Multirate systems and filter banks find many applications in signal processing theory and implementa-
tions.13,14 Recently, 2-channel filter banks for graph signals were developed.15 It is possible to obtain M -channel
filter banks for even M via iteratively using 2-channel decomposition and oversampling the graph.16 Both of these
approaches depend on the graph Laplacian, hence they are restricted to undirected graphs with non-negative
edge values.
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The goal of this study is twofold. In Sections 2-4, we will first review some recent results on the multirate
processing of graph signals,17,18 which consider the concepts such as decimation, expansion, noble identities and
filter banks for an arbitrary rate M . In general these concepts do not extend to graphs in a straightforward
manner. A class of graphs called M -block cyclic graphs plays an important role in order to relate the classical
theory to graphs. However, not all graphs are M -Block cyclic. Therefore, these results are applicable to a subset
of graphs. In the second part of this study (Section 5) we consider the problem of M -Block cyclic approximation
of a given graph. We have observed that the eigenvector structure of M -Block cyclic graphs is robust to random
insertion and deletion of edges. Hence, it is possible to recover the underlying structure even if the given graph
is not exactly M -Block cyclic.
1.1 Notation & Preliminaries
Given a graph, A represents the adjacency matrix of the graph, whose pi, jqth element denotes the weight of the
edge from the jth node to the ith node. This definition is the reverse of the usual definition in graph theory, but
it is common in graph signal processing.6,8 The size of the graph and the length of the signal on the graph will
be denoted by N , and M denotes the decimation ratio or the number of filters in a graph filter bank, according
to context. Given the following eigenvalue decomposition A “ V ΛV -1, the eigenvector matrix V will be referred
to as graph Fourier basis.8 A graph filter H is said to be polynomial if it can be written as a polynomial in the
adjacency matrix A:
HpAq “
N-1ÿ
k“0
hkA
k, (1)
for some set of possibly complex coefficients hk’s. For a matrix A, its conjugate transpose will be denoted as
AH , and its transpose will be denoted as AT . The Kronecker product will be denoted with b.
2. FUNDAMENTALS
2.1 Downsampling and Upsampling Operations
One of the most essential building blocks for multirate signal processing on graphs is the decimation operation.13
This operator will be assumed to retain N{M samples of the original graph signal x, which has N samples. It
is assumed that M is a divisor of N . Since the numbering convention for the graph vertices is arbitrary,6 the
decimator retains the first N{M samples of the graph signal x without loss of any generality. This assumption
requires a proper permutation of the nodes, which may not be available in general. Later in Section 5 we will
discuss how to handle this issue. The graph decimation operator is defined as follows:
D “ “ IN{M 0N{M ¨ ¨ ¨ 0N{M ‰ P CpN{MqˆN , (2)
where IN{M is the identity matrix of size N{M . The decimated graph signal is Dx. We refer to D as the
canonical decimator with decimation ratio M . This is a mapping from N to N{M dimensional space.
Next, the upsampling operation U P CNˆpN{Mq is a mapping from N{M dimensional complex space to
N dimensional complex space. Once the downsampling is defined, the upsampling operator cannot be chosen
arbitrarily, they should be consistent with each other. In general, downsample-then-upsample is a lossy operation.
Contrary to that, upsample-then-downsample operator is expected to be equal to identity. That is to say
D U “ IN{M . (3)
For a givenD, the right inverse U is not unique. When the minimum norm solution is considered, the upsampling
operator can be found as U “DH`DDH˘-1, assuming that D has full row rank. This result reduces to
U “DT “
»———–
IN{M
0N{M
...
0N{M
fiffiffiffifl P CNˆpN{Mq (4)
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for the decimator operator defined in (2). Hence, the corresponding uniform upsampler with expansion ratio
M is defined by the matrix DT . This operation merely inserts blocks of zeros, analogous to conventional
expanders.13,14
In the following, results will be based on the simple canonical D defined in (2). More generally, decimator
can be selected as an arbitrary pN{Mq ˆN matrix with full row-rank. Such a definition provides an extension
to the results reviewed here.18
2.2 Noble Identities
In classical signal processing, we have the first noble identity described in Figure 1(a) and the second noble
identity described in Figure 1(b), where Hpzq denotes the z-transform of an LTI filter. For graph signals,
analogous results should be obtained for the development of multirate systems. The analogous identities would
be as in Figure 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. In classical signal processing the unit delay z-1 has the same meaning
for both original and decimated signals. But for graph signals, the elementary shift operator should match the
size of the signal. Due to the mismatch in the size of the lower rate (of length N{M) and the higher rate (of
length N) signals, an adjusted shift operators for these signals should be defined. For this reason, sA and rA will
be used to denote the adjusted shift operators for the first and the second noble identities, respectively.
HpzM q ÓM ” ÓM Hpzq
(a)
ÒM HpzM q ” Hpzq ÒM
(b)
H
`
AM
˘
D ” D HpsAqCN CN C NM CN C NM C NM
(c)
DT H
`
AM
˘ ” HprAq DTC NM CN CN C NM C NM CN
(d)
Figure 1. (a) The first noble identity, (b) the second noble identity in the classical signal processing. (c) The first noble
identity, (d) the second noble identity in the case of graph signals on the adjacency matrix A.
In general, conditions on the graph under which the noble identities exist are different for both noble identi-
ties.17 Furthermore, the adjusted shift operators cannot be assumed to be the same for both noble identities. In
multirate theory, the two noble identities are used in conjunction, hence the graph should satisfy the identities in
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) simultaneously. The following theorem, due to Teke and Vaidyanathan, precisely describes
the condition on the graph and the adjusted shift operator such that both the noble identities exist.17
Theorem 1 (The noble identities). For a graph A, the two noble identities
D HpAM q “ HpsAqD, (5)
HpAM qDT “DT HpsAq, (6)
are simultaneously satisfied for all polynomial filters Hp¨q if and only if the following two equations are satisfied:
AM has the form
AM “
„ pAM q1,1 0
0 pAM q2,2

(7)
and sA “DAM DT P CpN{MqˆpN{Mq, (8)
where pAM q1,1 P CpN{MqˆpN{Mq. ♦
Due to conditions provided by Theorem 1, it is easy to conclude that noble identities do not exist for arbitrary
graphs. Furthermore, the conditions in the theorem are both necessary and sufficient. Hence, it fully characterizes
the graphs for which noble identities are valid. In the following section a specific graph structure on which the
noble identities exist will be considered. Furthermore, this graph structure will be shown to be useful in order
to extend classical multirate theory to graphs.
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3. M-BLOCK CYCLIC GRAPHS
The two-channel filter bank theory has been extended to undirected bipartite graphs by Narang and Ortega.15
Contrary to intuition, the two-channel filter bank results on bipartite graphs do not extend to M -channel filter
banks on M -partite graphs.17,18 With more restrictive conditions on the graph, it is possible to generalize the
classical multirate theory to graph signals for arbitrary M . For this purpose the following graph structure is
considered.
Definition 1 (M-Block cyclic graphs). A graph is said to be M -Block cyclic if the adjacency matrix
of the graph has the following form:
A “
»————————–
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 AM
A1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 A2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
0 0 A3
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ AM-1 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
PMN , (9)
where each Aj has arbitrary but appropriate sizes. Furthermore, such a graph is said to be balanced M -Block
cyclic, when Aj’s have the same size, that is Aj P CpN{MqˆpN{Mq. In this case, we can write the adjacency matrix
as:
pAqi,j “ Aj δpj ´ i` 1q, (10)
where p¨qi,j denotes the pi, jqth block of the adjacency matrix and δp¨q is the M -periodic discrete Dirac function,
that is δpMjq “ 1 for all integer j and zero otherwise. ♦
In the rest of the paper, the focus will be on the balanced M -Block cyclic graphs. For the visual representation
of M -Block cyclic graphs, see Figure 3(a) for a balanced 5-block cyclic graph of size 20. Also consider Figure 2
to see the relation between the M -Block cyclic matrices and the directed cyclic graph whose adjacency matrix
is given as follows:
CN “
»———–
1
1
. . .
1
fiffiffiffifl PMN . (11)
In the following, some properties of M -Block cyclic graphs will be presented. The adjacency matrix of an
M -Block cyclic graph has many other properties as well.17,18
Fact 1. If a graph is M -Block cyclic, then it is M -partite, but not vice-versa.
Fact 2. A graph is 2-block cyclic if and only if it is bi-partite.
Fact 3. An M -Block cyclic graph is necessarily a directed graph for M ą 2, hence its adjacency matrix does
not have any symmetry property in terms of edge weights.
Fact 4. A cyclic graph of size N , CN , is an M -Block cyclic graph for all M that divides N . See Figure 2.
The special case of undirected bipartite graphs was considered extensively by Narang and Ortega for filter
bank construction.15
3.1 Eigen-properties of M-Block cyclic graphs
M -block cyclic graphs have an important eigenvalue-eigenvector structure that plays a key role in the development
of graph filter banks.17,18 This eigenvalue relation of block cyclic matrices has also been observed in earlier
studies.19–22 This property is as follows:
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(a) C18 as 18-block cyclic (b) C18 as 9-block cyclic (c) C18 as 6-block cyclic (d) C18 as 3-block cyclic
Figure 2. Under suitable permutation of the vertices, cyclic graph of size N can be represented as an M -Block cyclic
graph of size N where M divides N . Notice that cyclic graph of size N is equivalent to N -Block cyclic graph of size N .
All the edges are directed clock-wise as indicated by the arrow.
Theorem 2 (Eigen-families of M-Block cyclic graphs). Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the ad-
jacency matrix of an M -Block cyclic graph come as families of size M . That is, if pλ,vq is an eigenpair of
M -Block cyclic graph, then tpλ,vq, pwλ,Ωvq, pw2λ,Ω2vq, ¨ ¨ ¨ pwM-1λ,ΩM-1vqu are all eigenpairs of the same
graph, where
w “ e´j2pi{M , (12)
Ω “ diag
ˆ“
1 w-1 w-2 ¨ ¨ ¨ w-pM-1q‰˙ b IN{M . (13)
♦
The weights of the edges in A affect the exact numerical values in the eigen-decomposition, but the eigen-
structure (12), (13) is true for any M -block cyclic graph.
(a)
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
Re(6)
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
Im
(6)
(b)
Figure 3. (a) 6-Block cyclic graph of size 30, (b) eigenvalues of the graph. Notice that all the edges are directed along
with the clock-wise direction and they are allowed to have complex valued weights. As given in Theorem 2, eigenvalues
of a balanced M -Block cyclic graph come as families of size M . Eigenvalues belonging to the same family are equally
spaced on a circle in the complex plane.
Figure 3(b) visualizes the relation between the eigenvalues of an M -Block cyclic graph. There are N{M
concentric circles centered at the origin. Each circle has M eigenvalues equispaced in angle. The circles need not
have distinct radii.
Assuming that the adjacency matrix is diagonalizable, a double indexing scheme is used to represent the
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of M -Block cyclic graphs, since they come as families of size M . That is, the
eigenpair pλi,j ,vi,jq will denote the jth eigenpair of the ith family, where 1 ď i ď N{M and 1 ď j ď M . Using
this indexing scheme, with the use of Theorem 2, the following relation exists between the eigenvalues and the
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eigenvectors:
λi,j+k “ wk λi,j , (14)
vi,j+k “ Ωk vi,j . (15)
With this specific family structure of the eigenvalues of an M -Block cyclic graph, when the eigenvalue decom-
position of the adjacency matrix is considered, A “ V ΛV -1, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors are assumed
to be ordered as follows:
Λ “ diag
´
rλ1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨λ1,M ¨ ¨ ¨ λN{M,1 ¨ ¨ ¨λN{M,M s
¯
, V “
”
v1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨v1,M ¨ ¨ ¨ vN{M,1 ¨ ¨ ¨vN{M,M
ı
. (16)
4. RATE-M SYSTEMS
It has been shown that M -Block cyclic matrices satisfy the noble identity condition given in Theorem 1 with the
following adjusted shift matrix:17 sA “DAM DT “ AM ¨ ¨ ¨ A1, (17)
where Ai’s are the partitions of the adjacency matrix given in (9). Furthermore, M -Block cyclic matrices are
known to provide perfect reconstruction in the so-called delay-chain filter bank or lazy filter bank, which makes
these graphs suitable for polyphase implementations.17 Some other uses of this graph structure will be presented
next.
4.1 Spectrum Folding
In the development of classical multirate signal processing the concept of spectrum folding (or, aliasing) plays an
important role. In order to study multirate processing of graph signals it is important to extend this phenomena
to the case of graphs. For this purpose the downsample-then-upsample (DU) operation on graphs will be revisited.
According to the canonical definition of decimator in (2) and the expander in (4), DU operator is given as follows:
UD “DTD “
„
I 0
0 0

, (18)
where I is an identity matrix of size N{M , and 0 are the blocks of zeros of appropriate sizes.
Given a graph signal x its downsampled-and-upsampled version can be written as y “DTDx. Since DU
operator replaces samples with zeros, it is a lossy operation and the erased samples of x cannot be reconstructed
back from y in general. However, it is important to understand the relation between the spectral representations
of these signals. For this purpose, let px and py denote the graph Fourier transforms of the signals x and y,
respectively.4,8 That is, px “ V -1x and py “ V -1y. In the following, it will be assumed that the eigenvectors of
the underlying graph have the restricted structure in (15). Eigenvalues, on the other hand, are not restricted,
hence the structure in (14) is not necessary. Graphs that satisfy only the condition in (15) are referred to as
Ω-graphs.18 To be consistent with the double indexing of the eigenvectors, the elements of px and py will be
indexed in accordance with the scheme in (16). That is to say,
px “ rpx1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ px1,M ¨ ¨ ¨ pxN{M,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pxN{M,M sT , py “ rpy1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ py1,M ¨ ¨ ¨ pyN{M,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pyN{M,M sT . (19)
Similar to the approach presented for two-channel systems,15 it is shown that the spectral representations px andpy are related as follows17 :
pyi,1 “ pyi,2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pyi,M “ 1
M
Mÿ
j“1
pxi,j , (20)
for all 1 ď i ď N{M . Thus the DU operation results in the phenomenon described by (20) in the frequency
domain. This is similar to aliasing or spectral folding because multiple frequency components of the input
overlap into the same frequency component of the output. This is similar to the effect of decimation in classical
signal processing.13 From the folded spectrum (20) the original signal cannot be recovered in general, which is
consistent with the fact that decimation is in general a information-lossy operation.
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4.2 Filter Banks on M-Block Cyclic Graphs
One of the topics of the multirate processing of graph signals is to develop M -channel filter banks as shown in
Figure 4, where HkpAq and FkpAq are polynomials in the adjacency matrix A, and D is the decimator defined
in (2). The behavior of such graph filter banks differs from that of classical filter banks13,23 in many ways, the
precise details depending on the eigenstructure of the adjacency matrix.18
x H0pAq D DT F0pAq
...
...
...
...
HM-1pAq D DT FM-1pAq
` y
Figure 4. An M -channel maximally decimated filter bank on a graph with adjacency matrix A. Here HkpAq and FkpAq
are polynomials in A (so they are linear shift-invariant systems17). The decimation matrix D is as in (2) with decimation
ratio M . Overall response of the filter bank is denoted as T pAq, that is, y “ T pAqx.
When the adjacency matrix has unique eigenvalues one can design polynomial filters to construct and ideal
filter bank.6,7, 17 However, the order of such filters is N in general, which is not practical to implement for
graphs with large number of nodes. Furthermore, the filter coefficients are quite sensitive to the eigenvalues
of the graph. Even a small change in the graph structure disturbs the perfect reconstruction property of such
filter banks. Instead of ideal filter banks, which eliminate aliasing in each channel, it is possible to distribute the
cancellation of aliasing among different channels. This allows a more general class of filters to analyze. While this
idea is still not easy to develop for arbitrary graphs, the theory can be developed under some further assumptions
on the graph, namely that A be M -Block cyclic. As long as the underlying graph is M -Block cyclic, it is possible
to design polynomial filters that do not depend on the underlying eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix such that
overall response of the filter bank is T pAq “ An for some integer n.18 This result is as follows:
Theorem 3 (Perfect Reconstruction filter banks on M-Block cyclic graphs). Consider the
graph filter bank of Figure 4 and assume that the adjacency matrix of the graph is diagonalizable M -Block cyclic.
With no further restrictions on the graph, the system has perfect reconstruction if and only if
M-1ÿ
k“0
FkpλqHkpwl λq “M λn δplq, (21)
for some n, for all λ P C, and for all l in 0 ď l ďM -1, where δp¨q is the discrete Dirac function. ♦
It is quite interesting to observe that the condition (21) on the graph filters is the same as the PR condition
in classical multirate theory.13 In order to design PR filter banks on an M -Block cyclic graph, any algorithm
developed in the classical multirate theory13,14 can be used. Since M -Block cyclic graphs allow polyphase
implementations for filter banks,18 more general conditions for alias-free filter banks is also obtained.18
5. IDENTIFICATION OF THE M-BLOCK STRUCTURE FROM A NOISY
PERMUTED VERSION
Although many results from classical multirate theory can be extended to graphs with the help of M -Block
cyclic graphs, the main limitation of these results is the restrictive nature of this condition. Unfortunately, most
of the real world examples of graphs fail to satisfy this condition. The M -Block cyclic structure in (9) can be
equivalently expressed in terms of the eigenvalue and eigenvector structure as given by Theorem 2. Therefore,
M -Block cyclic structure can be considered as constraints on both the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors. Using
the idea of similarity transform it is possible to remove the constraint on the eigenvectors.18 Nevertheless, the
condition on the eigenvalues is still necessary. Therefore, the results overviewed here are not applicable to all
graphs. In some cases a given graph might be close to being an M -Block cyclic graph, but not exactly so. In
this case it is necessary to identify the hidden M -Block cyclic structure in the graph, which can be considered
as an approximation of a graph with an M -Block cyclic graph.
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Another subtle point with M -Block cyclic graphs is that Definition 1 implicitly assumes a proper labeling of
the nodes such that the adjacency matrix can be written in the form of (9). However, the adjacency information
of the graph might be provided without the required labeling of the nodes. In such a case the adjacency matrix
cannot be written in the form of (9), hence the simple decimator and expander defined in (2) and (4) cannot be
used directly.
Due to above mentioned points, this section considers an identification problem. Consider an unweighted
M -Block cyclic graph where each of the nonzero blocks in A has the form 11T (i.e., these blocks are complete
subgraphs). This is demonstrated in Figure 5(a). Instead of being given the exact adjacency matrix in Figure 5(a)
(demonstrated for M “ 5), imagine we are given a modified version with the following modifications:
1. Some of the existing edges are removed randomly and independently with probability q resulting in Figure 5(b).
2. Some new edges are inserted randomly and independently with probability p resulting in Figure 5(c).
3. The N nodes are randomly relabeled resulting in Figure 5(d).
Given the adjacency matrix corresponding to Figure 5(d), is it possible to recover the structure of the original
M -Block cyclic graph? That is, invert the permutation that converted Figure 5(c) to Figure 5(d)? Once this
is done, we can remove the randomly inserted edges to obtain Figure 5(b), which is an M -Block cyclic graph
with proper labeling of nodes. Of course we can never recover Figure 5(a) because of the randomly removed
edges from the dark blocks. The main goal therefore is to identify the correct permutation of the labeling of the
vertices so that we can go back from Figure 5(d) to Figure 5(c).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5. (a) The adjacency matrix of a 5-Block cyclic graph of size 300, (b) existing edges are removed with probability
q “ 0.2, (c) noisy edges are added with probability p “ 0.3, (d) random re-labeling of the nodes.
In the case of q “ 0 and p “ 0 (no missing edges and noisy edges) a simple search can solve the labeling
problem: start from a node. Outgoing edges reveals a block. Select a node from the identified block and repeat
this procedure M times. Since this simple technique implicitly assumes that the underlying graph is exactly
M -Block cyclic, in the presence of missing and noisy edges such a procedure will fail. However, it is observed
that the unique eigenvalue-eigenvector structure of M -Block cyclic matrices (given in Theorem 2) are robust to
the missing and noisy edges, which can be used to identify the hidden blocks. In the following we will elaborate
on this.
We will first consider the M -Block cyclic matrix whose adjacency matrix is visualized in Figure 5(a). Since
all the edges are assumed to have unit weights, A can be written in the following close form:
A “ CM b p11T q, (22)
where CM is defined in (11) and 1 P RN{M is the vector of all ones. Eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A
are then obtained as λpAq “ λpCM q λp11T q. Therefore λpAq “ tNM , ω NM , ω2 NM , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωM-1 NM , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0u where
ω is given in (12). The adjacency matrix A has M non-zero eigenvalues equally-spaced on a circle with radius
N{M . The remaining N -M eigenvalues are all zeros. These eigenvalues are visualized in Figure 6(a) for M “ 5
and N “ 300. When some of existing edges are removed, the adjacency matrix is no longer in the form of (22).
Hence, the eigenvalues of the matrix in Figure 5(b) are different than Figure 6(a). Since the removal of the
edges does not disturb the M -Block cyclic property, all the eigenvalues still come as families of size M due to
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Theorem 2. In addition, M dominant eigenvalues continue to exist while the remaining ones are clustered around
zero. Even though the magnitude of the dominant eigenvalues is a random variable (due to random removal of
the edges), one can use Perron-Frobenius theorem for irreducible matrices24 to argue that the magnitude can be
well approximated by p1-qqN{M . The eigenvalues of the matrix in Figure 5(b) are visualized in Figure 6(b). In
this figure notice that q is selected to be q “ 0.2.
In the presence of noisy edges M -Block cyclic structure no longer exist in the adjacency matrix. As a result,
eigenvalues lose the family structure. However, it is interesting to observe that random addition of edges does
not affect the structure of the dominant eigenvalues significantly. M dominant eigenvalues (except for the one on
the real line) continue to exist equally spaced on a circle (approximately) while the remaining ones are clustered
around zero. The eigenvalues of the matrix in Figure 5(c) are visualized in Figure 6(c).
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Figure 6. Eigenvalues of the matrices in (a) Figure 5(a), (b) Figure 5(b) and (c) Figures 5(c) and 5(d).
Due to stability of the eigenvalues one can hope to recover the underlying M -Block cyclic structure in the
presence of noisy and missing edges. Based on this observation and inspired by the spectral graph coloring
approach,25 we propose a 3-step routine to identify the blocks of the underlying graph, which is outlined in
Table 1.
Table 1. The proposed spectral technique for the identification of the M -Block cyclic structure
1. Given the adjacency matrix A, compute its eigenvalue decomposition as A “ V ΛV -1 where eigenvalues
are assumed to be ordered in the absolute sense, that is, |λ1| ě ¨ ¨ ¨ |λM | ě ¨ ¨ ¨ |λN |. Let tv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vMu be the
eigenvectors that correspond to the largest (in the absolute sense) M eigenvalues.
2. Stack the eigenvectors into a matrix as S “ rv1 v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vM s, and compute the following C “ S SH .
3. Cluster the rows of C into M equal size partitions.
In this procedure the last step is not defined precisely. Various different techniques can be implemented. In
our implementation we use a simple greedy technique to avoid the computational complexity: we start with the
first row of the matrix C. We find the indices of the elements of the vector with the largest N{M values and
assign these indices to a block. Then, we consider the smallest un-assigned index and repeat this procedure M
times. The rationale behind this greedy technique comes from the eigenvectors structure of the M -Block cyclic
matrices (Theorem 2). In the case of p “ 0, the matrix S has the following structure:
S“
»———–
u1 u1 ω
0 u1 ω
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ u1 ω0
u2 u2 ω
-1 u2 ω
-2 ¨ ¨ ¨ u2 ω-pM-1q
...
...
...
. . .
...
uM uM ω
-pM-1q uM ω-2pM-1q ¨ ¨ ¨ uM ω-pM-1qpM-1q
fiffiffiffifl , C“M
»—–u1 u
H
1
. . .
uM u
H
M
fiffifl , (23)
where ui P RN{M are the partitions of the eigenvector v1. As a result, the matrix C has a block diagonal form as
given in (23). In the case of p ą 0, the adjacency matrix is no longer M -Block cyclic. However, as suggested by
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Figure 6, the eigenvalue structure is not lost completely. Similarly, we have observed that the matrix C is “very
close” to a block diagonal matrix. As a result, even a simple thresholding (finding the indices of the maximum
values) is sufficient to identify the blocks of the hidden structure under a random re-labeling of the nodes.
When the proposed scheme is applied to the matrix in Figure 5(d), it finds a permutation (re-labeling of
the nodes) that results in the adjacency matrix given in Figure 7 from which it is apparent that the algorithm
successfully reveals the hidden M -Block cyclic structure. When carefully observed, one can realize that the
matrices in Figures 5(d) and 7 are not equal to each other. There are two reasons for this mismatch: 1) The
main purpose of the algorithm is to identify the blocks. The labeling of the nodes within a block is arbitrary.
2) Once the blocks are identified, numbering of the blocks (from 1 to M) is arbitrary. Nevertheless, from the
multirate processing perspective Figure 5(c) and Figure 7 are equivalent to each other. The noisy edges can be
removed, and previously discussed multirate techniques can be applied accordingly.
Figure 7. The algorithm proposed in Table 1 finds a permutation that converts Figure 5(d) to the above form.
We have tested the proposed scheme (Table 1) with various different values of p and q. In order to evaluate
the recovery performance we consider the fraction of the nodes that are labeled correctly. In the worst case
scenario (the adjacency matrix does not have an M -Block cyclic structure) the routine randomly assigns the
nodes to the blocks. Since there are M blocks, the fraction can be at least 1{M on the average. The recovery
performance of the proposed technique is provided in Figure 8. The number of blocks is selected to be M “ 5,
and the number of nodes are selected to be N “ 100, 300 and 500 in Figures 8(a)-8(c), respectively.
It is important to note the trade-off between the parameters p and q. The recovery performance of the
proposed approach depends on the density of the edges in the regions. The average edge density between the
consecutive blocks is 1-q (since edges are removed with probability q), and the density in the remaining parts is
p. Figure 5(c) visually describes the difference between the densities for the case of q “ 0.2 and p “ 0.3. In fact
this difference keeps the structure on the eigenvalues intact. When 1-q « p, the regions are no different from each
other. Hence, the underlying blocks are not expected to be identified correctly. Figure 8 follows this expectation.
Notice that the algorithm behaves poorly around the line p` q “ 1. In the vicinity of this region the fraction of
correctly labeled nodes is 1{M , which corresponds to the random assignments of the nodes. Figures 8(a)-8(c)
also suggest that larger number of nodes allows correct identification of the blocks for a larger set of values of p
and q.
As a final note, in the proposed algorithm the value of M is assumed to be known, which may not be
available in some cases. However, as Figure 6 suggests, even a visual analysis of the eigenvalues is enough to
identify the value of M . If we were given only the Figure 6(c), then it would be straightforward to conclude that
the eigenvalues belong to a 5-Block cyclic adjacency matrix. Hence, we can conclude that knowledge about M
is a very mild assumption.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the fundamental blocks for multirate signal processing on graphs are reviewed. The canonical
decimator is defined together with the corresponding expander. Necessary conditions on the graph for the
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Figure 8. Recovery performance of the proposed technique for M “ 5. The fraction of the nodes that are labeled correctly
is color coded. Number of nodes are (a) N “ 100, (b) N “ 300, (c) N “ 500. Fractions are averaged over 350 experiments.
existence of noble identities are shown, which implies that the extension of classical multirate signal processing
theory to graphs requires certain mathematical restrictions on the adjacency matrix. In this regard so-called M -
Block cyclic graphs are defined. Their eigenstructure is presented, and they are shown to be useful to relate the
classical theory to graphs. In order to identify a hidden M -Block cyclic structure from the randomly permuted
adjacency matrix with noisy edges, a spectral technique is proposed. This technique leverages the robustness of
the eigenstructure of M -Block cyclic graphs. Numerical simulations show that the proposed technique is able to
recover the underlying M -Block cyclic structure in the presence of random addition and deletion of the edges.
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